MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND LIVESTOCK

STATUS OF ELECTRONIC VOUCHER SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
STATUS

• 1. Cabinet authority granted for piloting.
• 2. Riding on the ZNFU Lima Credit Scheme system.
• 3. Targeting 241,00 farmers in 13 districts i.e. Kalomo, Choma, Monze, Mazabuka, Chongwe, Mumbwa, Chibombo, Kabwe, Kapiri, Ndola, Chisamba, Pemba, Chikankata.
5. Farmers to get VISA cards with full value of K1,400
6. Participating Agro dealers and suppliers to be operating Point Of Sale machines.
7. Beneficiary farmers will be able to access the following inputs:
   a. Assorted types of Fertilizer
   b. Assorted types of seeds (Including pasture seed)
   c. Insecticides
   d. Herbicides
   e. Fungicides
   f. Agricultural Lime
• g. Livestock feed
• h. Veterinary Drugs
• i. Dip chemicals
• j. Fingerlings
• k. Hand Sprayers
ARRANGEMENTS SO FAR:

• i. Implementation forms being printed
• ii. Draft Card design discussed
• iii. Meeting with DACOs/PACOs arranged for first week of June
• iv. Finalising MoU with ZNFU
• v. Meeting held with EU over possible funding (Likely area of support before mid-August include Production of VISA Cards, Selection and Training of Agro dealers, Farmer register updating)